Background
==========

Degeneration of the central auditory system in Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) is well documented \[[@B1]\]. The structural changes involve the ventral nucleus of the medial geniculate body (MGB) and the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus \[[@B2]\]. The MGB is one of the most important relay stations for central auditory function, its projections are arranged tonotopically as a function of frequency. Central auditory processing disorders (CAPD) have the predominant symptom of difficulty in speech understanding in the presence of background noise or competing auditory signals.

The aim of the current study was to investigate the correlation of AD with auditory deficits in general and more specific CAPD. The question was whether presbyacusis, high frequency hearing loss related to the aging process, is responsible for the abnormal results in word recognition and psychoacoustic tests or if there is a CAPD involved. Speech in patients diagnosed with the above disease has been shown to have impairments involving perception and production and affecting semantic, morphological and phonological elements.

Material and Methods
====================

Articles were retrieved from the MEDLINE to find relevance of Alzheimer\'s dis ease with central auditory processing disorders, they summed up to 34. Twelve papers were studied that contained testing for CAPD through psychoacoustic investigation. An additional search using the keywords \'speech production\' and \'AD\' produced a result of 33 articles, of them 14 are thoroughly discussed in this review as they contain information on the central auditory system. The rest of them do not include any information on the central auditory pathway.

Results
=======

CAPD
----

Clinical psychoacoustic investigations on patients with AD involve the dichotic digits test, the dichotic sentence test and the synthetic sentence identification with ipsilateral competing messages (SSI-ICM) \[[@B3]\]. These psychoacoustic tests reveal significantly lower scores in the AD group when compared with normal subjects \[[@B4],[@B5]\]. Testing of the peripheral auditory function is a prerequisite in order to rule out presbyacousis or peripheral hearing loss. This is important in order to correctly interprete the results of the psychoacoustic investigations as being the evidence of CAPD. Strouse, Hall et al \[[@B6]\] tested 10 subjects diagnosed with mild to moderate AD based on a neuropsychological test battery and neuroimaging techniques and compared them with 10 normal subjects matched for age, gender and average threshold of hearing. The AD group scored significantly lower than the control group on four of the five psychoacoustic tests. Higher performance in the right versus the left ear could be recognized in the AD group. The investigators recommended screening for CAPD in the AD population, since this could influence psychiatric assessment of the cognitive deficit and audiologic management in this population. Gates, Karzon et al \[[@B7]\] tested 42 patients with AD using psychoacoustic tests, of them 20 were in the mild category and compared them with 40 normal subjects. They concluded that there was evidence of central auditory dysfunction in subjects with even mild cases of AD, whereas peripheral auditory function was not different from that of the control group.

In a study contacted by Kurylo, Corkin et al \[[@B8]\] tests of sound localization and perception of tones as well as phoneme discrimination and tonal memory were administered to 19 mild to moderate AD patients, 21 elderly control subjects and 14 young control subjects. The AD group differed from the elderly control subjects on sound localization and synthetic speech discrimination. The investigators concluded that specific auditory deficits exist in AD patients but increased impairment of functions mediated by primary auditory centers and auditory association cortices could not be revealed. This could probably be attributed to an auditory deficit affecting the structures of the brain stem.

In an experiment of Mohr, Cox et al \[[@B9]\] AD patients showed significantly worse performance in dichotic testing compared to controls. The scores were lower as the dichotic list length was increasing and as a function of stimulus set content, using semantically, phonetically and unmatched dichotic items. The investigators concluded that AD patients were unable to attend selectively to only one ear and as a consequence could not increase right or left ear advantages, so AD may be associated with an impairment of selective allocation of attention. This is especially important in interpreting the results of the psychoacoustic tests. Is it an attention deficit or a central auditory one? Auditory processing has a preattentional (automatic) and attentional (controlled) component \[[@B10]\]. In a dichotic test situation when a person is asked to attend to auditory information coming from one ear, he or she fails to recall the semantic content of information arriving in the other ear but the acoustic changes are being detected. In a work of Wood, Hiscock and Widrig \[[@B11]\] three different experiments with 60 normal right-handed adults revealed that selective attention to one ear increased the accuracy of localization but not detection at the attended ear. The lag effect, the preferential process of auditory information on either stimulus in a dichotic test when the presentation is delayed by 60--90 ms, remained invariant as attention was manipulated. The investigators concluded that attention instructions do not influence the relative access of left and right ear stimuli but involve alteration at a later stage of information processing.

The Framingham Heart Study is a population-based cohort consisting originally of 5,209 men and women aged 30--62 with the first examination starting at 1948. This study has collaborated with two non-vascular projects, the hearing and the dementia cohort \[[@B12]\]. Dementia cohort with hearing testing consistes of 789 subjects, limited down to 740 when excluding those with stroke or dementia at the time of hearing testing. 40 of them developed a diagnosis of AD and 15 of them had CAPD. Seven (46.7%) of the 15 subjects with CAPD developed AD during the follow up period compared with 33 of the 725 (4.6%) of the subjects with no evidence of CAPD. Peripheral auditory function is not responsible for the very low scores in SSI-ICM observed in the CAPD and AD subjects. Time from testing to diagnosis was shorter for the CAPD subjects (6.5+-1.4 years) as compared with the non-CAPD subjects (8.8+-2.5 years). Adults with the poorest SSI-ICM scores had the shortest times from hearing testing to diagnosis. Five of the seven subjects who were later diagnosed with AD had near normal score of the SSI-ICM in one ear and very poor levels in the opposite ear. The investigators concluded that although the SSI-ICM test involves executive control, the predominately unilateral findings and the long term interval between auditory testing and AD diagnosis argue against the executive dysfunction hypothesis as the mechanism of the cohort findings.

speech perception and production
--------------------------------

Language deficits in perception and production are reserved at an average level till the late stage of AD. The typical time from diagnosis to late stage is 10 years. The impairment of speech comprehension is subtle and requires careful testing. Its cause has been attributed to reduced working memory capacity \[[@B13]\], loss of core linguistic knowledge \[[@B14]\] and to loss of comprehension abilities and in particular \'the ability to activate and manipulate phonological and semantic information from auditory input\' \[[@B15]\]. This last theoretical position points out that auditory comprehension is one of the abilities impaired in AD patients. More specifically, MacDonald et al \[[@B15]\] concluded that AD patients exhibit a deficit in being able to convert acoustic input into a rich syntactic and semantic representation.

Imamura, Takatsuki et al \[[@B16]\] examined 150 patients with mild to moderate AD. Word comprehension and sequential commands testing revealed greater deficits in early onset patients than in late onset ones. The existence of greater comprehension impairments in the early onset AD patients has been comfirmed by other studies \[[@B17]-[@B19]\].

Patients with Alzheimer\'s disease have difficulties in processing the emotional qualities of words as well as in recognizing prosody \[[@B20],[@B21]\]. There appears to exist for the patients a great difficulty in expressing emotions by speech, as well as in properly understanding emotional responses in their environment \[[@B22]\]. Speech output is also affected, as patients with Alzheimer\'s disease have difficulties in properly vesting their speech with emotions.

Emotions are processed in the right hemisphere. Although it is the motor areas of the brain in the left hemisphere that control speech programming, the right hemisphere seems to play a major role in fine-tuning the entire procedure \[[@B23]\]. The production of speech remains intact in neurological patients with right hemisphere damage; however, their prosody is seriously affected \[[@B24]\]. The opposite is true for neurological patients with left hemisphere damage; even though production of speech is deteriorated, these patients maintain the ability to properly convey their emotions by using prosody alone \[[@B25]\].

In a study conducted at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, patients with mild to moderate Alzheimer\'s disease were subjected to various neurolinguistic tests in order to have their speech investigated \[[@B26]\]. The tests assessed the patients\' abilities of naming and word retrieval, their overall production of grammatical and syntactic features, as well as the non-verbal features of speech.

From those findings of the study that concern the phonological and non-verbal elements of speech, the patients show a statistically significant deficiency in controlling certain phonological features as well as the phonological programming of speech, as compared to the control group. At an early stage of the disease there is no statistically significant difference concerning the phonological and non-verbal features of speech that are devoid of semantic importance and are being controlled by the right hemisphere. On the contrary, there appears to exist a statistically significant relation concerning the phonological features of speech that have semantic importance and are being controlled by the left hemisphere. The brain area responsible for controlling the semantic features of speech is Wernicke\'s area, which is situated on the temporal lobe, the first lobe to be affected by Alzheimer\'s disease. The findings show that although Alzheimer\'s disease gradually affects both hemispheres of the brain, the left hemisphere is affected first.

Conclusions
===========

Evidence exists that CAPD may be found in patients with Alzheimer\'s disease. Studies conducted reveal the presence of CAPD at an early or moderate stage of AD. The Framingham Heart Study included a Dementia cohort with hearing testing of 789 subjects. The study revealed that CAPD may present as an early manifestation of AD, preceding the disease by a minimum of 5 and a maximum of 10 years. During these years changes in the central auditory system, starting from the temporal lobe, may result in deficits in speech production as hearing and speech are highly connected human functions. The alternative view is that further degeneration of the central nervous system has as a consequence, speech deterioration. Further research and CAPD testing in the elderly population may contribute in validating one theory over the other.
